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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

Conclusion

Movie is one kind literary work and also is part of art which imitated culture

in society, one of them is about women culture. The story about women is always

become an interesting topic. But more than story of women just talk about their

weakness, their traditional culture as a people who just stay at home, become a

mother for their children and a good wife for their husband.

The Jane Austin Book Club movie is an American romantic movie that

describes about moderns women. This movie took five women as a central of the

story. They are Bernadette, Sylvia, Jocelyn, Prudie and Allegra. They are portrayed

feminism in their life. Where they as strong women in finished their problems, they

could be good wife and good mother while they are also as career women. This

movie tells about women freedom in marriage, education, public sphere and in drives

their life.

The researcher found four major issues of feminism that portrait of women

in this movie they are equal right to participate in public sphere, equal right in

education, equal right in family institution and the last is equal right in marriage.

From five women in this movie, all of them portrayed as women that could enter

public sphere to do activity like men. Meanwhile they also portrayed as women that
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could rejected the family institution, capitalism system in society and also they could

avoid women oppression in marriage.

Generally this movie portrayed American modern women in 21th century,

who has freedom to do everything what they want and aware about their equal rights

with men in all aspect of their life.

Suggestion

In conducting this literary research, the first suggestion the researcher

accepted this study could be useful to all readers in particular the students in

Gorontalo State University.

The second suggesting is The Jane Austin Book Club movie is an American

modern movie and had many interesting things which could be analyzed. Bernadette,

Sylvia, Jocelyn, Prudie and Allegra are modern women that have awareness about

their rights and their opportunity to in their life. They have power, optimist,

responsible and self confident to become a good women in this era. They can enter

public sector, they can be a mother and a wife. One important are they can be their

self in drive their live.

The characters of women in this movie can be a good lesson for especially

women in expressing their life, being brave and optimist and also this movie give

more knowledge for women in this era to drive their life by their chose. This movie

also illustrated the modern women that could enter the public sector to get the same

opportunity with men.
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For that, the researcher recommended this movie to be a valuable material to

the readers who want to analyze another aspect in literary filed.


